Make Ready to Receive the Glory!

I stand in your midst with Excalibur drawn, gleaming the Sun, to shine forth my Light so that you might be awakened to the Reality of the Light that is within you, awaiting the drawing forth by your own will, by your disciplines, and by your election for the Presence Most High to take dominion over your life.

Many of the Sons and Daughters of God wander through a given lifetime and find themselves weary of the battle, looking at the circumstances of their life and considering that surely there is no way out, surely there must be an easier way. After all, it was promised you by your Presence — or so you thought — that the way would be made easy, the path straight and shortened for the elect. But of all these promises, the one that holds most true is that the Presence of God is always with you; but you must elect to be in that Presence, draw forth that Presence, and allow it to act in your life, according to its Design, according to its Desire. And therein lies the crux of all your circumstances, not only of your many previous lifetimes but of this very lifetime as well.

Far more difficult are the ways of the world than you thought they would be while in between embodiments. For human creation will tie you up in knots, will not allow you to see the end from the beginning, will cloak the clear-eyed vision of the Christ Light that is within you,
and spew all manner of mortal thoughts that would tear you down at
every turn. Does this sound like the Reality of God? Does this project
into your world a life that is lived in Light, fostered by the Hand of
God? Surely you can rationalize within your outer mind that this is
not so. But yet, all of the aches and pains, all of the sense of lack would
tear you away from the Truth of God Reality.

I, the Goddess of Light, have come throughout the ages to address
the initiates on the Path, to remind them from whence they have come,
and to establish enough Light round about them with my Presence that
they might be strengthened — if only for the precious time when we
are together — to once more consider how they will establish more of
the Presence of their Mighty I AM within their life.

Yes, we see the struggles, not only in your life but in the collective
life of all of the Sons and Daughters of God at present. Many would
report that there is no way out save cataclysm, the fall of countries, or
the loss of great numbers of lives. But I AM here to tell you that is not
so. That is a lie born out of the astral plane to further transfix your
attention and draw the Light that you are given daily into all of the
unreality that swirls about you. And thus, you find yourself unprepared
for your own initiations, for the time and the cycle when you are called
upon to anchor the Light of the Mighty I AM, of the Ascended and
Cosmic Beings, not only for your own benefit but for the benefit and
the greater good of all.

You cannot be so shortsighted as to think that you are the only one
who has ever pained or gone without. Many times these are initiations
and cycles that you must meet in order to feel the Hand of God moving
through you, to exercise Christ Discrimination, to open the door of
the Heart, and to invoke the Light that will consume all unreality that
still plagues your life.

Also, there are those of you in the final stages of your incarnations
upon the Earth. And your Mighty I AM Presence desires every one
of you to accomplish all that is necessary to enter into the Ascension
Current. However, it is not easy. You must want the Ascension more
than you want the ease of your creature comforts. You must desire God
more than you desire all of the wealth and the riches of the lands. For what are those riches that will keep you all of your days beyond this incarnation? They are the wealth of the Light of God! It is the Presence of God that will forever be the Source of all that you desire. Then, at every turn, your needs will be fulfilled!

Have you wanted for shelter? Have you gone without food or sustenance? Has there been a lack of comfort to your spirit? When these things are provided for you so freely among the mankind of Earth, how could you grumble for the lack of anything? Yes, there are those residual ills that one must still endure in order to make room for the Light of God in their body temple. After all, these outer vehicles have gone a very long time without the sufficient charge of Light in the magnitude required for the Ascension. And thus, there is the ratcheting up of each of your vehicles of consciousness to attune them to the Vibration with the Christ Light that they also may stand ready to receive that final trumpet call in the hour when the Presence determines that all is ready, all is right; and you are called to step forth into the Ascension Flame.

Is there any among you that could argue this point? Surely your outer mind, the human emotions, those ways of humanity absent the Light of the Christ have tried to excuse and proclaim their own idolatrous autonomy. But if you have not recognized the difference by now — having received the saturation of your vehicles with the Light when We have come to address you, having felt the Presence of your own Mighty I AM as a result of your calls and devotions at the altar — if you have not had these signs shown to your outer vehicles at some point in your experience that the Presence of God is nigh, then I pray for you. I stand with you until such a day when the Initiation of Divine Illumination may occur.

And so I must ask you, if that is the case — that you have yet to experience that Initiation — and you have been amongst the disciples of our Teaching, what is it that you have ignored in your own life that has brought you to such an impasse? Have you neglected the altar and your devotions to the Mighty I AM Presence? Have you merely kept to yourself and not sacrificed every erg of energy within you for another?
Have you not, by the sweat of your brow, so desired the Will of God that you would push through any obstruction to that Will ruling in your life? Or have you merely quit, resigned yourself to your so-called fate and considered that you would wait until another lifetime?

What makes you think that another lifetime will be easier? That somehow you will be better equipped to make the right choices in that lifetime that you are not making in this? And what is wrong with making the right choice now? Do you think for one moment that your life is over? Has someone suddenly handed you a note that has said, “Tomorrow will be your last”? That does not occur with any certainty, blessed ones! For no one knows the time or the cycle that decrees the beginning or ending of an incarnation, except your Mighty I AM Presence! And even when the Mighty I AM Presence has allocated a certain fixed allotment of Crystal Cord Energy for a given incarnation with which to achieve certain tasks, do you not suppose that those days can be lengthened when you have been the good and faithful servant to the Most High? When you have established more of the Light of God in you than your Presence thought you would accomplish? And therefore, the days are extended before that final trump calls you Home.

For it is always preferable to give a lifestream as much time as possible to learn the lessons in the physical octaves, to have the Teachings so cemented in their consciousness that when they make their transition — whether it is into the Ascension Fires or into the inner planes to prepare for another incarnation — there is that Divine Estate of the Christ Mind present upon which that one stands, as the Rock of the Truth, the true foundation of their God Identity.

You, blessed hearts, have so much availed to you. And through all the days of your incarnation, gratitude should be abounding. It matters not the circumstances in which you find yourself at present. There is always room for still greater acceleration of the Light of God.

So therefore, I, the Goddess of Light, have come to remind you that the Sword Excalibur has been extended to you for your use, according to the Divine Estate of your Christhood, so that you might cleave asunder the real from the unreal and establish enough of the Constancy of the
Presence of God, electrifying your mind, filling your emotions with the Charge of Light, stilling the physical body so that it might be healed, honed, and fashioned in the strength required to fulfill all of the days that remain. And at the close of every day, you give thanks for every Opportunity that has been extended to you to accomplish every task given you by the Mighty I AM Presence.

How glorious it is for me to look into the Divine Estate that is the Reality of who you are — understanding that that Reality of you has existed since time immemorial, long before the shell of the physical body or the emotional body or the mental body. You are not these outer vehicles, save the charge of Light of the Mighty I AM Presence has made itself at home within them! And when the Presence is at home and the banners of the Christ Light are unfurled, all is possible, all is right, and you do make a difference — every day!

As those days mount into years, the record of your life accomplishes something great. It says to everyone who follows in your footsteps — once you have ascended — that the Ascension is possible. And they will know that if it is possible for one, it is indeed possible for them. And all proclaim that reality as a standard that they wave on high. For your Mighty Christ Presence knows the obstacles that you will have to endure and then surmount in order to accomplish that great Victory!

But do you think for one moment that any record of the pain and suffering, of the anguish, of the sense of separation and struggle that is oftentimes felt in the outer vehicles ever darkens the awareness of the newly ascended lifestream? It does not. Most assuredly you can still read Earth’s akashic records, and you can see all that led up to your Ascension. But you do no longer feel any pain, anguish, or turmoil once associated with it. For the Light that you are as the Ascended One has already dealt with that record and removed the charge of any negativity! For you, it will be like looking at the record of some other unknown lifestream, watching the story of someone else’s life, until you come in contact with those still unascended lifestreams that your Presence has loved and that you sacrificed for while you were still in embodiment that activates on the instant a current of Love. For the stirring within the
Heart of every Ascended One for those still unascended pours out the Love of God in such magnitude that when the unascended lifstream receives that Love, they cannot dream from whence it comes.

These are the Blessings that many of you, unascended, receive when the Ascended and Cosmic Beings come into your midst. For they have known you. They have loved you and cherished every moment with you. And their Love pours forth in such magnitude it is almost difficult for some who are unascended to receive that great of an outpouring.

This is why, blessed ones, anyone who ever tells you they feel alone is really only reflecting their own misqualified feelings and is not speaking accurately. For there is not one person on the face of the Earth who is truly alone. There are Guardian Angels, Covering Cherubim, Ascended Masters, and, yes, Cosmic Beings — even those from other systems of worlds who have come in answer to the Call of Sanat Kumara to assist the mankind of Earth.

Fear not for those who lose their life unnecessarily in some great cataclysm or horrific mass crime; for they are on the instant lifted out of that awareness of tragedy and drawn into veils of forgetfulness until such a time as they are ready to be tutored in preparation for their next incarnation. Pray for them. Make calls for them. But never doubt they are all tended to any more than you should doubt that your Mighty I AM Presence is giving you Life, is the Source of all that you have and are to receive. For even when you make wrong choices, your Presence is there to pick you up, right your course, and carry you on.

Use the Sword Excalibur in your own life! Call it forth each day as the point of the lance of the Christic Fire that allows for the White Light of the Mother Flame to increase daily in your life! So charge and knit together these vehicles of consciousness with the Light that you are ready for any task. Make ready to receive the Glory that is the Mighty I AM Presence, the Glory that is the Divine Estate of the Light of God!

I, the Goddess of Light, commend you to a new way of thinking, a new way of perceiving your life. No longer sloughing through the doldrums, no longer struggling, but holding fast to the Sword Excalibur, calling it forth in that Divine Estate of the Christ Mind to keep you
all your days anchored in the immediate Presence of God, to clear away the debris and allow only that which is God Good, and for your highest and best use, to come into proximity of your life.

Oh, surely, there will be cycles when you will be tempted to lay down the Sword. But after awhile, surely, you will learn from your mistakes and keep one hand always upon the Sword Excalibur, even as you tend to all your affairs. You could liken that Sword to the Crystal Cord, if you will — to the Rays of God Consciousness from your own Mighty I AM, if you will — to the Flame upon the Altar of your Heart. But in Reality, it is the Divine Estate of Truth. And Truth has no counterpart. For Truth stands by itself! By its own inherent Light! That is the Truth that is the Presence of God! That is the Truth of the Reality of your Divine Estate!

Let the Sword Excalibur that I extend to you with my Momentum, my Light, my Attainment keep you fit for the Journey and ready for the Victory!

Let the Light go forth, consuming all darkness in the land!

And let the Sword Excalibur be kept by the disciples of the Christ Light in their right hand all the days of their life!
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